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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter explains about background of the study, statements of the problem, 

purposes of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, definition of 

key terms. 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 In this world, people cannot live without interaction and communication with 

other people. Therefore, they need language as a means of communication. It means 

that everyone has capacity to produce sounds that have meanings and to interpret the 

sounds produced by others. By language, people can communicate and interact to 

share information. In communication, every body has different purpose and condition 

like in social or geographic. It makes them have different language. It shows that a 

language has relationship with society. 

 Sociolinguistics is any study of language in relation to society (Matthew in 

Jendra, 2010:10). Another given definition by Wardhaugh in Jendra (2010:10) states 

that sociolinguistics is concerned with investigating the relationships between 

language and society with the goal of a better understanding of the structure of 

language and how language functions in communication. It is the study of 

relationship between the language and the users in social interaction. 
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 Relationships between people living as different communities have been 

progressing more rapidly since the industrialization. Today, modern advanced 

technology (computers, cellular phones, and the internet) is intensifying the 

relationships. The situation has kept the importance of having a competence in 

understanding and using more than one language. 

 There was an argument that a person should be only called a bilingual when he or 

she can use two or more languages in the same level or performance (Bloomfield in 

Jendra, 2010:68). Different people use the term in different ways. For some people, 

bilingualism means the ability to communicate in two languages but with the 

possibility of greater skills in one language. Bilingualism is the mastering of at least 

two languages, first and second language. It means that people have competence in 

using two kinds of languages. 

 In a bilingual society, it is normal for the people to be in a situation where a 

choice between two or more codes has to be made. Code is one of the bilingualism 

characteristics. Code will be something we may want to call a language, which 

accessed by the speaker. Bilingual speakers have access to two codes that can be 

shifted as the converse either by code switching or code mixing. 

 Code switching is a linguistics term denoting the concurrent use of more than one 

language, or language variety, in conversation. When people are speaking, they 

switch the language each sentence. On the other hand, code mixing refers to the 

mixing of two or more languages. In code mixing, pieces of one language are used 

while a speaker is basically using another language (Gumperz in Jendra, 2010:79). 
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Pfaff in Jendra (2010:79) claims that conversational code mixing involves the 

deliberate mixing of two languages without an associated topic or situation change. 

Gumperz in Jendra (2010:79) argues that code mixing and code switching are 

completely different. First, in code mixing, bilingual speakers seem to apply some 

foreign words or phrases (pieces of one language smaller than clause) while other 

language (code) functions as the base. Second, bilingual speakers are said to mix 

codes (but not switch from one to another) when there is no topic that changes, nor 

does the situation. 

 In the broadcasting media, especially radio broadcasting, a radio broadcaster 

often uses code mixing. This is an interesting phenomenon in this study. The writer is 

going to identify and describe code mixing which is used by frequency modulation 

(FM) radio broadcasters. Here, the writer focuses her study on code mixing found in a 

broadcaster’s utterances in English. 

 There are many FM radio stations in Bojonegoro such as Surya FM, Graha FM, 

Prima FM, Bhayangkara FM, Istana FM, Lintas FM, Bass FM, OK FM, Malwopati 

FM, Puspa jaya FM, Madani FM, SBI FM, STM FM, etc. Each FM radio station has 

its own characteristic which is different from the others. Madani FM, for example, 

intends to perform the latest Indonesian and foreign music. 

 In this study the writer chooses Madani FM Bojonegoro because of two reasons. 

Firstly, Madani FM is popular among teenagers. As radio station for teenagers, 

Madani FM is interactive and dynamic radio station. Madani FM has any kinds of 

music program such as Mozaik, MYC, Mentari, Tunas, and Colors. Secondly, 
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Madani FM is FM radio station that always performs the latest Indonesian and 

foreign songs. 

 In this study, the writer is interested on the process of Indonesia-English code 

mixing because it is often uttered by Madani FM broadcasters in “colors” program in 

Bojonegoro when they are on air. “Colors” is special program in Madani FM radio 

station because this program has three items; namely interview, double request, and 

news value. Besides, Madani FM has its own characteristic which is different from 

the others. The writer is focused on what are the forms of code mixing in “Colors” 

program used by Madani FM broadcasters in Bojonegoro and what are the purposes 

of Madani FM broadcasters mix their codes in broadcasting. 

    .  

1.2 Statements of the problem 

 Based on the background of the study described above, the problems of this 

study are formulated as follows: 

1. What are the forms of code mixing in “Colors” program used by Madani FM 

broadcasters in Bojonegoro? 

2. What are the purposes of Madani FM broadcasters mix their codes during the 

broadcast? 

 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

 Based on the statements of the problem described above, the purposes of this 

study are formulated as follows: 
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1. To find the forms of code mixing in “Colors” program used by the Madani FM 

broadcasters in Bojonegoro. 

2. To know the purposes of Madani FM broadcasters mix their codes during the 

broadcast. 

 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

 It is expected that the result of this study can be useful both theoretically and 

practically. Theoretically, this study expected to increase knowledge particularly the 

sociolinguistics studies in code mixing. This study also will give new information 

about sociolinguistics study. In this case, it can contribute to developing the analysis 

theory of code mixing in sociolinguistics research. 

 Practically, the result of this study can present sociolinguistics about real 

example of code mixing. This study will be useful for the writer and the other 

students of Muhammadiyah University of Malang, who are interested in analyzing 

sociolinguistics, especially related to code mixing. Also, it can stimulate other 

researchers to conduct further research from other points of view. The study also can 

give the students description about varieties on language and what code mixing is. 

 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

 The scope of this study is code mixing used by broadcasters in Madani FM radio. 

The area of the study is limited in code mixing from Bahasa Indonesia to English 
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used by broadcaster at “colors” program on Saturday and Sunday in Madani FM 

radio. 

  

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

1. Code is any kind of system that two or more people employ for communication 

(Wardhaugh, 2002:87). 

2. Code mixing is pieces of one language are used while a speaker is basically using 

another language (Gumperz in Jendra, 2010:79). 

3. Broadcaster is someone whose job is to speak on radio or television programmes 

(Macmillan dictionary, 2009). 

4.  “Colors” program is one of the programs on Madani FM every Saturday and 

Sunday starts from 18.00 until 20.00 pm. 

 


